King County Pandemic and Racism Community Advisory Group
Agenda

February 4th 10:30 am – 12 pm

Welcome, Yordanos Teferi, Community Health Board Coalition
Public Health Update: COVID-19 Vaccinations Updates and Implementation Planning , Equity
Principles and Best Practices, Matias Valenzuela
Department of Health Updates, Paj Nandi, Katie Meehan, or Fathiya Abdi

10:35-10:40
10:41-10-51
10:52-10:57

Presentation, Community Partnership for Older Adults

•
•
•
•

Ginger Kwan, Open Doors for Multicultural Families
Robin Narruhn, Community Health Board Coalition
Bereket Kiros, Community Response Alliance
Yordanos Teferi, Community Health Board Coalition

10:58-11:18

2020 Survey Highlights, PARCAG Steering Committee

11:19-11:29

Survey Breakout Rooms & Report Out, All PARCAG Members

11:30-11:50

Close out, Yordanos Teferi

11:55-12:00

Public Health Updates
❖ Matias Valenzuela
Equity Director, Public Health Seattle & King County
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Where do we stand today in King County?

See all COVID-19 data dashboards at www.kingcounty.gov/covid/data
See COVID-19 vaccine information at www.kingcounty.gov/covid/vaccine
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Vaccination in King County

Updated: 2/2/2021

• Who is eligible now: workers at risk in healthcare; staff and residents in long-term care (Phase 1A); people 65+
years; and 50+ years and older who live in multigenerational households and meet certain risk criteria (Phase 1B).
• How to get vaccinated if you’re eligible: contact your healthcare provider, or go to FindYourPhaseWA.org
• Expanding vaccination: Two high-volume vaccination site in early February in south King County. Mobile strike
teams will vaccinate vulnerable populations in adult family homes and senior living. Ability to expand vaccination
will depend on vaccine supply.

King County Vaccine Partnership
Principles and best practices for equitable vaccine delivery (Draft)
• Focus on Highest Risk and Most Impacted:
• Most risk of serious illness and death; race; geography
• Work with Community
• BIPOC leaders and organizations, trusted messengers
• Make Registration Easy
• Simple, easy to understand, multiple language, accessible to people with
disabilities
• Make Vaccine Available when People are Available
• Outside business hours, weekends, evening, work with community on pop-ups
• Arrange for Transportation; Access for People Who Don’t Drive
• Ensure Site is Accessible to All
• Language access, ADA, plain language

Department of Health Updates
❖ Paj Nandi, Katie Meehan, & Fathiya Abdi
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Community Partnerships: Outreach for Older Adults
❖ Ginger Kwan, Open Doors for Multicultural Families
❖ Robin Narruhn, Community Health Board Coalition
❖ Bereket Kiors, Community Response Alliance
❖ Yordanos Teferi, Community Health Board Coalition
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2020 PARCAG Survey Highlights, Steering Committee

PARCAG
End of 2020 Survey
Results Summary
Summary findings, 14 responses out of 41 members (34%)
2/1/21
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Average rating:
3.8 out of 5

Built trust to speak/learn honestly about gaps
Forming the steering committee and giving them
more staff support

The work around County budget development

Created space for voices that institutions had
not heard from enough

The responsiveness during the
early days of the pandemic

Powerful voices representing BIPOC
communities
Sounding board, contact w/ Dr. Duchin,
pressure relief valve

Sometimes we ran short on time for discussion
with Dr Duchin who many of us do not have
regular access to.

Need more opportunities to be part of crafting
policies, rather than providing feedback after some
policy developments are created.

Not really sure what PARCAG is advising on? How is
the impact seen?
A small group of people dominate the airtime.

Co-opting the work - making it seem like the County came
up with declaring Racism a PH crisis without giving credit to
the community for the work.
Not having fair distribution of resources, e.g. housing
assistance, vaccinations to essential workers first, putting
quarantining facilities in poor BIPOC communities.

African Americans are burdened by a legacy of
discrimination and systemic inequality and have higher
COVID-19 cases, hospitalization and deaths.
“Advice" on grants through Seattle Foundation.
Reconnect with those who have not been attending.

Ensure that when people join the group they are
welcomed.

Q4 What lessons were learned?
How inequities continue to show up and how I can use the
resources I have to address gaps.

Every individual deserves testing and treatment of COVID-19
regardless of race or ethnicity, but we must address the deep
scars of racial inequality.

Process to allocate funding was not equitable. The
regulations and red tape created by the institution
continue to create the barriers for BIPOC CBOs.

Be more bold and forward-looking. Equity includes how
you make resources available. Need intentional root
cause analysis or we will fail.

Extended discussion on hot issues that needed to
be had - e.g., disability voice.

Community-led processes bring about the best
solutions, ideas, and policies.

Need more info about what was done after each meeting
to address community needs.

Better use the voice and power of this group.
Interact with PH/Executive’s office, local officials,
Mayors, Suburban Cities.

Give more decision-making power to the
community most affected and prioritize the most
affected communities.
Define the roles of the institutional and
CBO members.

PARCAG should be given to a community-based agency
to coordinate this work. Political dynamics are in the
way of real systems change.

Make it clear when the PARCAG is being asked to advise,
versus being given information. Speak with a powerful
voice on health data collection, testing and potential
solutions.

Continued emphasis on community
feedback and community led process to
identify priorities for work.

Create policies from the beginning, not
just to provide feedback.

Average rating:
3.3 out of 5

Average rating:
3.8 out of 5

Average rating:
3.3 out of 5

Average rating:
3 out of 5

Average rating:
2.9 out of 5

Average rating:
3.5 out of 5

Would you like to add any comments to your ratings?
It does not feel that PARCAG was empowered to suggest,
let alone act on, bold solutions or near-term solutions.

The voices of intersectional groups were not valued, nor
taken into considerations of data collections.
I would like to see PARCAG focus more on
mobilizing solutions.
The institutions involved are still perpetuating white
privilege. Otherwise, the work is about lip service and not
strengthening community.

We talked through important issues but there was a lack of
clarity about for what PARCAG could/should DO about them,
including what resources are available to the group to
mobilize a solution.

We could have so much more. While we may be doing better than
most places in the country or PH departments, we need to
envision more. How we often intervene is not helpful - listen to
the community and put more agency in the community.

Q13 What do you foresee PARCAG working on in 2021?
For the pandemic, how can we control/minimize
infection in the short term and get folks vaccinated
as swiftly as possible in equitable ways? How are we
getting folks back to work, keeping people housed,
supporting families with kids, etc.?

For racism, what is the County on scope and focus?
Provide anti-racism training for all health service providers.
Institutionalized racism.
Advance and center the Black community's priorities.

Vaccines! Racism and intersectionality work IS the
work. COVID was the prompt.

The crisis heightened disparities and communities of color must
also be empowered to address racism and healthcare issues at
front and center.

Whoever comes to present at the meetings comes back
to inform us what changes they have made.
Bring "problems" to the group and have us work
on solutions.
For intersectionality, our systems don’t meet needs when
people have a disability, do not have stable housing, are
undocumented, are part of the LGBTQIA community, etc.
Celebrate steps made to address Intersectionality-working
collaboratively, not having people stay in their own silos.

Hyper-focus on intersectionality is often brought up by
well-meaning white allies which harmful impacts on the
most marginalized communities: BIPOC. If we lead with
anti-racism, all communities will be better served.

Q14 What are your goals for PARCAG in 2021?
See progress toward defeating this pandemic and moving
toward greater racial justice in our community.

Continued COVID information dissemination.
Begin community reparation work.

See the advocacy result in concrete action and
solutions post-meetings.

Inclusive practice: advocate on issues that impact
intersectional identity groups in group values,
agendas, advocacy goals, and practices.

Use a policy framework along with funding to close the
health gaps for individuals facing barriers to care due to
race.

Bring back what I hear from community back to my
org.

Keep showing up. Move towards more root cause analysis.

Opportunity to learn.

Incorporate the goals and priorities of PARCAG into my
organization’s priorities.

Agenda Item
COVID-19 vaccine issues
How to address racism in the health
care system
Anti-racism issues--what different
groups, sectors and organizations are
doing to address racism
COVID-19 epidemiology--where is it
spreading? how fast? why?
Lessons learned from early phases of
the pandemic
Disability access
How specific sectors or groups are
responding to the pandemic--schools,
childcare, small businesses, and gov
Schools/childcare issues
Reparations
Contact tracing
Inclusive contracting processes used by
cities, county and philanthropies

Score
10.3
7.4

7.3
6.6
6.1
6.0

5.6
5.4
4.2
3.9
3.9

Q18 What assets can you bring to PARCAG in 2021?
Support staff representation share learnings.

Institutional support and partnership and
reach out to the business community.

Connections with many BIPOC-led organizations.
Outreach to immigrant and refugee communities.

Share the goals and priorities of PARCAG with
King County school districts.
Address my community's concerns.
Childcare and early learning system expertise. Cross
system collaboration and planning. Expertise in
systemic racism and racial equity.

Perspectives of people with disabilities
from BIPOC communities.
Connection to South King County human
services planners and with Kent Cultural
Diversity Group, Neighbor 2 Neighbor,
Community Foundations like Renton Regional
Community Foundation, or Kent Community
Foundation
Clinical expertise.

Q19 What do you need from PARCAG to support your work?
Include people with disabilities in our work.
Resources, and willingness to support legislative requests.
Share our experiences to find a lasting solution between race
and racism.
Appreciate the information and insight from the meetings.

Hearing the lived experiences of the most
marginalized is helpful so institutions can center
these when developing strategies.
We probably get more than we give. The clarity
of purpose and roles and the email updates are
helpful.

Dec 17, 2020 meeting: What is your legacy?

Dec 17 meeting: What are your commitments?

Breakout Rooms & Report Out
1. What does a co-designed policy
development process look like for PARCAG
members in partnership with Public Health?
1. PARCAG members would like to focus more
on mobilizing community solutions and
addressing inequities in real-time. How do
you envision doing this within this group?

Thank you, Community!

Pandemic and Racism Community Advisory Group staff
contacts:

Aselefech Evans, asevans@kingcounty.gov
Kirsten Wysen kirsten.wysen@kingcounty.gov
Matias Valenzuela matias.valenzuela@kingcounty.gov

